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West Bengol Stote Electricity Dislribution Compony Limited
(A Government of West Bengol Enlerprise)

.gisterecl Office :

didyul Bhovon, Block - DJ

Sector - ll, Bidhonnogor
Kolkoio - 700 09,|

crN - u40t 09wB2007scc 1 1 347 3

Website - www.vrbsedcl.in

CCC Office : Bogdogro
Bihormore, Dist. - Dorjeeling
Pin. - 734 0.14

E Moil - sm.bogdogro@gmoil.com
lel- / -03532551276

Memo No-BCCC/E-3)1 .: :

To,
The Officer-in-Charge
Bagdogra Police Statton
Bagdogra

Date: 27.O8.2O22
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Sub: lntimation Reqardinq a Fatal Electrical Accident at Lala Bustv. Jvotinaqar.

Respected Sir

As per information received on 27.08.2022 around 1:45 PM at the office of the undersigned, an

electrical accident has occurred at Lala Busty, Jyoti Nagar,Bagdogra, which later came to be known as a
fatal one Based on this information, the undersigned along with departmental staffs visited the place for
preliminary enqurry On arriving at the location, it was found that the victim, named Sri Samir Toppo,( Aged
about 35), residing at Atal Tea Estate who met with the reported electrical accident, had been moved to
Bagdogra Hospital Upon arriving at the hospital he was referred to North Bengal Medical College and
Hospital, Siliguri and after that later the information of his death was received. Upon further inspection it
was found that the victim got possibly electrocuted, while lifting a piece of iron rod for construction of the
terrace of the building of Smt. Rita Devi Thakur, Lala Busty. There he came in close contact with the live

line( LT Line) leading to electrocution of the victim. The construction of the building was done without
maintaining necessary safety clearance form live electric lines (Necessary safe horizontal clearance of OH
line from the highest point of building/structure of L&MV lines: 1 2Mtr).

It may be stated here such kind of activity of working in the close vicinity to our live lines is totally
unauthorized & condemnable by law. As the work was being carried out in such a casual manner, such
kind of mal practices leads to accidents. No permission for shutdown or prior intimation to WBSEDCL was
made before executing the construction work. Hence, WBSEDCL should not be held responsible for the
mishap. Hence you are requested to take necessary action accordingly.

Thanking you.

Enclosed. One photograpfr bf site of the incident.
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